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From rolling pastures in Lexington, KY to darkened alleyways in Newark, NJ, from Manhattan's posh '21'
Club to a peculiar and mysterious landfill in Eastern Kentucky, and from Saratoga Springs, NY to the tiny
island of St. Lucia, Shedrow portrays a collision of characters from many divergent worlds. High society and
the racing elite, medical and veterinary specialists, mob figures, and Kentucky hill folk become entangled in
this unique twist on the medical thriller.

Dr. Anthony Gianni, a prominent Manhattan surgeon, becomes involved in a racing partnership as a
diversion from a thriving surgical practice and an ailing marriage. The excitement builds when
the partnership acquires Chiefly Endeavor, a two-year-old colt with the breeding, the spirit, and enough early
racing success to qualify for the Kentucky Derby.
 
When a new partner with an unsavory background appears and a breeder's nightmare becomes real, Dr.
Gianni and a dedicated veterinarian must confront organized crime and solve a complex mystery that
threatens to destroy both of their careers, and possibly a great deal more.
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From reader reviews:

Carol Castaneda:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book mainly book entitled
Shedrow the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every single aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a reserve
then become one form conclusion and explanation this maybe you never get before. The Shedrow giving you
an additional experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful facts for your better
life within this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind will
probably be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this
extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Lorena Repass:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to decide on book
like comic, short story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not striving Shedrow that give your fun
preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be said as the
opportinity for people to know world a great deal better then how they react towards the world. It can't be
stated constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to
always be success person. So , for every you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you could
pick Shedrow become your current starter.

Johnny Relyea:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray anyone, why because this Shedrow book written by well-known
writer who really knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who have read the
book. Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your own
personal hunger then you still uncertainty Shedrow as good book but not only by the cover but also with the
content. This is one reserve that can break don't judge book by its cover, so do you still needing an additional
sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already said so why you have to listening
to another sixth sense.

Cathy Kerby:

A number of people said that they feel bored when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt that when
they get a half parts of the book. You can choose the actual book Shedrow to make your own personal
reading is interesting. Your personal skill of reading talent is developing when you like reading. Try to
choose easy book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the sensation about book and studying especially.
It is to be initial opinion for you to like to open a book and read it. Beside that the book Shedrow can to be a
newly purchased friend when you're really feel alone and confuse in what must you're doing of their time.
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